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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0146918A1] 1. A tunnel boring system for driving tunnels by advancing a pipe, in particular for tunnel pipes of non-negotiable inside
diameter, comprising a substantially cylindrical tunnel boring machine (80) which can te pressed into the ground in the direction of its longitudinal
centre line (L) and which at a boring machine head end (81) has a mining means (82) corresponding to the pipe size of a tunnel pipe to be laid, and
which at a boring machine tail end (84) can be brought into supporting relationship with an end of a tunnel pipe portion (83) of the tunnel pipe to
be advanced, wherein earth which is loosened by the mining means, with the addition of water, is conveyed away through the interior of the boring
machine and, in regard to the tunnel pipe portion fitted to the tail end thereof, also through the interior of said tunnel pipe portion, characterised in
that the mining means (82) has a mining tool bell (6) which is mounted rotatably coaxially with respect to the boring machine longitudinal centre
line (L) and whose bell opening edge region (85) lies at the boring machine head end (81), that the width of opening of the tool bell approximately
corresponds to the respective tunnel cross-section to be bored, that provided at the bell opening edge region (85) is a cutting and grinding tool crown
(2), that conveyor and crushing tools (1, 15) are provided starting from said cutting and grinding tool crown into a tool bell inner region (86) which
decreases towards the drilling machine tail end (84), along at least the major part of a tool bell inner wall (87), that there is additionally provided
a grinding tool (89) which extends out of a tool bell bottom portion (88) disposed in opposite relationship to the bell opening edge region in the
direction of the longitudinal centre line and which extends into the tool bell inner region (86) and which is also mounted rotatably and longitudinally
displaceably relative to the tool bell coaxially with respect to the boring machine longitudinal centre line and which in longitudinal section is of such
an outside profile that formed between the reducing tool bell inner wall (87) and an outside peripheral surface (90) of the grinding tool (89) is an
annular space (91) which reduces in the direction of the tool bell bottom portion (88), that there are provided conveyor nozzles (16) which open
into said annular space (91) and which serve for the feed of pressurised water, and that the annular space communicates with the boring machine
tail end (84) by way of discharge passages (17, 92) for transporting away the earth which is introduced into the tool bell inner region and which is
possibly crushed in the annular space.
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